Digital microscopy for multiparameter FISH imaging.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) allows the direct localization of DANN and RNA sequences on chromosomes, in cells and in tissue. The technique is based on hybridization between target sequences of single-strand DNA of chromosomes or cell nuclei with marked complementary specimens. The signal is amplified using fluorochrome-marked specific antibodies and made visible under a microscope. Signals from painted chromosomes, stained subchromosomal regions or localized single probes are generally visible when an epifluorescence microsope is used. In order to view and display different fluorochromes, single filter sets, as well as double and triple bandpass filters, are in use. For multiple fluoroscence imaging, lenses with high numerical aperture, mostly oil immersion systems, are recommended. In conventional photomicrography, triple exposure on high-speed film (e.g., 400-1,000 ASA) is more or less the limitation. Opto=electronic methods using a CCD and laser summing techniques have considerably extended the application range of multiple fluorescence techniques. By means of digitized images, simultaneous detection of multiple-labelled objects and ratio imaging up to 24 colors are possible today. Current FISH approaches are based on chromosome-painting probes to distinguish all 24 chromosomes by their unique spectral signatures.